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Introduction

With technological advances, computing has progressively moved beyond the desktop
into new physical and social contexts. As physical artifacts gain new computational
behaviours, they are able to be re-programmed, customised, re-purposed, and to
interoperate in rich physical, social and technical ecologies. They also become more
complex, and require intense design effort in order to be functional, usable and enjoyable.
Designing such systems requires interdisciplinary thinking. Their creation must not only
encompass software, electronics and mechanics, but also the system’s physical form and
behaviour, its social and physical milieu, aesthetics and more.
In these new contexts, tangible interaction presents a philosophy and strong
interaction design alternative for many kinds of physical artifacts that incorporate or
prospectively relate to digital behaviours. In the process, from technical and also
conceptual perspectives, computationally-mediated interaction becomes embedded both
into physical artefacts and within users’ tasks.
As a design approach, tangible interaction emphasises tangibility and materiality,
physical embodiment of data, bodily interaction and the embedding of systems in real
spaces and contexts. One of the core ideas that has driven this area is to quite literally
allow users to grasp data with their hands, fusing the representation and control of digital
data and operations with physical artefacts.
Many new opportunities have also evolved from a technical perspective over the last
decade, including easy means for wireless communication, increasing processing power
and ease of integration, and lowering costs of diverse sensors, actuators, processors and
displays. Both consumer devices (e.g. the Wii controller) as well as electronic modules
and toolkits (e.g. Arduino) are widely available, and are further lowering the threshold for
engaging with tangible and embedded interaction.
In addition, from a conceptual standpoint, we have witnessed researchers evolving
new user interface concepts in many different directions and domains. Advances in
technologies have helped enable this and illuminated the widening bounds of possibility.
But also, a more profound understanding of the potential benefit of new forms of
interaction has increasingly driven many of these ventures.
The new conference series ‘Tangible and Embedded Interaction’ (TEI, www.teiconf.org) – first held in Baton Rouge, Louisiana (2007) and next in Bonn, Germany
(2008) – has demonstrated the international interest and rich variety of work in this area.
The conference has attracted a multi-disciplinary audience including artists, designers,
technology builders, ethnographers and HCI specialists, even touching upon robotics and
interactive buildings. For this special issue, we invited past authors and attendees
(accompanied by a general call to the community) to submit articles providing insights
into current developments and directions in this emerging field.
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We were excited to receive a sizeable number (roughly 30 papers) of high quality
submissions. In addition to the six papers in this issue, two additional accompanying
articles have been accepted to follow in forthcoming journal issues. These papers were
selected in an intense peer review process; each accepted paper received at least three
expert reviews, and an additional meta-review by one of the guest editors.
Of these accepted papers, Fernaeus, Tholander and Jonsson discuss an ongoing
conceptual shift from an information-centric to an action-centric perspective on tangible
interaction. The action-centric perspective emphasises designing tangibles that allow for
meaningful manipulation and control of the digital. They focus on qualities surrounding
the activity of system use, including support for social and shareable use, and interpret
tangible elements as resources for action.
The next two papers relate to ‘Acting with Tangibles’ at a more practical level. Jorda
reflects on the background of the ReacTable, and discusses live music performance as an
application domain where tangible and tabletop interfaces are very successful. He
explains why live music performance lends itself to tabletop tangible interaction, and
how this application field productively challenges research. Jorda describes the main
design issues leading to the ReacTable.
In their article Designing for Performative Tangible Interaction, Sheridan and BryanKinns discuss another area of live performance: multi-participant digital live art. This is
exemplified with the uPoi, a highly portable, tangible exertion interface. The authors
outline design requirements for performative tangible interaction; the application of
design requirements in evaluation; and an example application toward evaluating four
public exhibitions of the uPoi system, along with this system’s iterative re-design.
We then continue with two papers concerning the pragmatics of building and testing
tangible devices. Gill, Walker, Loudon, Dix, Woolley, Ramduny-Ellis and Hare present
techniques for the rapid design and development of tangible interactive prototypes; in
particular, on methods that support the prototyping of the physical interaction elements.
They present empirical data from three experiments, compare tangible prototypes to
software prototypes, and investigate which level of ‘quick and dirty’ prototyping is useful
in industrial design.
Next, Panchaphongsaphak, Ullmer and Riener investigate ‘contact-sensitive
artefacts’. They describe the technology and several applications of a novel approach for
transforming pre-existing and purpose-designed physical artefacts into contact-sensitive
interfaces and installations. Specifically, they describe how attachment of a six degree-offreedom force-torque sensor onto physical artefacts can transform them into active,
computationally-mediated interfaces.
Finally, the last article contributes a conceptual, theory-oriented perspective. Price,
Sheridan, Pontual Falcão and Roussos present a framework for understanding the effect
of tangible technologies on interaction and cognition. They interpret tangible
technologies as external representations which mediate cognition. The authors discuss the
opportunities offered by tangible environments for novel representational formats and
their applications within learning scenarios. An example scenario is presented to illustrate
how the framework can be used as a method for investigating the effectiveness of
different designs for supporting science learning.
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